Three-dimensional graphenes are versatile materials for a range of electronic applications and considered among the most promising candidates for electrodes in future electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) as they are expected to outperform commercially used activated carbon. Parameters such as electrical conductivity and active surface area are critical to the final device performance. By adding carbon nanodots to graphene oxide in the starting material for our standard laser-assisted reduction process, the structural integrity (i.e. lower defect density) of the final 3D-graphene is improved. As a result, the active surface area in the hybrid starting materials was increased by 130% and the electrical conductivity enhanced by nearly an order of magnitude compared to pure laser-reduced graphene oxide. These improved material parameters lead to enhanced device performance of the EDLC electrodes. The frequency response, i.e. the minimum phase angle and the relaxation time, were significantly improved from −82.2°and 128 ms to −84.3°and 7.6 ms, respectively. For the same devices the specific gravimetric device capacitance was increased from 110 to a maximum value of 214 F g −1 at a scan rate of 10 mV s −1
Introduction
Tailored carbon nanomaterials are gaining significance for electronics and energy conversion and storage applications because of carbon's low cost and structural and electronic tunability. 1 In particular, graphene and its derivatives are expected to play a decisive role. 2 With respect to energy storage, during the past few years interest in designing graphene electrodes for capacitor and battery applications has grown rapidly. 3, 4 This is mainly due to their promising materials characteristics such as extraordinary electronic conductivity and high theoretical active surface area. 5 Both these properties are fundamental for electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) electrodes and graphene has been shown to outperform commercially used activated carbon in terms of capacitance, charging rates, and cycle life at least in the laboratory. 6 A major drawback, however, is that after exfoliation 2D-graphene sheets tend to reaggregate which impedes the exploitation of their intrinsically high surface area. 7 Therefore, different methods have been developed to arrange the graphene sheets in a 3D-arrangement to ensure interconnectivity and electrical conductance between the layers, while enabling the larger part of the sheets exposure to the electrolyte. 8, 9 Due to the resulting structure, these porous graphenes are often referred to as graphene aerogels or graphene foams. In some cases porous 3D-carbon monoliths are a more appropriate description as the materials only partially possess a graphenic nature. 10 Summaries and categorizations of fabrication methods for 3D-graphenes are found in several review articles and books. 4, 8, 9, 11 Most fabrication methods for porous 3D-graphenes fall in either of two categories, namely the template-assisted or the template-free approach. In the first category, soft or hard templates like surfactants or metal/metal oxides or salts are used as templates for graphene oxide reduction or CVD graphene growth. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] These approaches, in general, allow for control over the pore size and structure. Template-free approaches, on the other hand, include chemical activation of carbon or thermal or photo-induced reduction of graphene oxide as well as graphitization or carbonization of small molecules or polymers. [17] [18] [19] [20] A particularly interesting approach is the direct laserassisted conversion of graphene oxide (GO) or carbon nanodots (CNDs). [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] In the past years, laser-reduction of GO has been studied as a versatile method to fabricate and micropattern nanoelectronic devices. 28 Laser-reduced GO is composed of randomly oriented single graphene sheets that are partially stacked with specific surface areas (SSA) of In general, CNDs and GO can be considered related materials. Both consist of two-dimensional π-conjugated carbon with oxygen containing functional groups. According to XPS data, the carbon content in GO is typically between 65-75%, while in CNDs the carbon content is between 55-75%, but values differ depending on the analysis methods and preparation routes used. 33, 34 The remaining elemental fraction includes functional groups like hydroxyls, carboxylates, and/or epoxides attached to the carbon skeleton. Depending on the synthesis method for CNDs, nitrogen-containing functional groups like amines and amides may also be present. Thermal or photo-induced removal of these functional groups leads to a restoration of the π-conjugation and an opening of pores due to evaporating gases. 28 In this work we investigate the impact of CNDs as additives to GO in the starting material for creating laser-reduced 3D-graphene electrodes. The uniform GO/CND mixtures were simultaneously reduced in our standard CO 2 -laser-assisted reduction process to obtain thin films of 3D-graphene. To gain insights into the reaction mechanism, we carefully analyzed these films in terms of mass loss and structure. Structural information about the porous material was obtained using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and Raman spectroscopy. Electrical and structural characterization of the films yielded improvements in electrical conductivity and SSA by a factor of ten and 130%, respectively. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy revealed improvements of the minimum phase angle and the relaxation time from −82.2°and 128 ms to −84.3°and 7.6 ms, respectively. Finally, the performance of the films as electrodes in EDLCs in terms of capacitance was tested by cyclic voltammetry. A maximum specific gravimetric device capacitance of 214 F g −1 at 10 mV s −1 was achieved, which is an improvement of more than twice the original value of pure laser-reduced GO.
Results and discussion
A set of GO-containing solutions with different amounts of CNDs ranging from 0-65 wt% were prepared to test the effect of CNDs during the laser-assisted reduction of graphene oxide. Seven aqueous solutions with a constant amount of GO and variable amounts of CNDs were prepared. To this end, homogeneous mixtures of CNDs and GO were prepared by stirring both components in the solvent (NMP/i-PrOH (1 : 1 v/v) or H 2 O) for at least 24 h. As CNDs are added to GO, a mixture of both materials is established, i.e. both materials are dispersed in the solvent. The resulting dispersions are stable for weeks (Fig. S1 †) . 35 Interactions between the two materials are most likely van der Waals interactions and π-π-stacking along with ionic interactions due to the polar nature of the carbonoxygen bonds and carboxyl-centered surface charges of both components. [36] [37] [38] After 24 h, highly homogeneous mixtures are established. From these solutions uniform films were prepared by drop-casting on defined areas. The GO/CND films were then reduced in our standard laser assisted process as depicted in Fig. 1 .
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To ensure equal mass loading throughout the samples on the substrates prior to the laser-reduction step, the amount of applied solution was adjusted accordingly (Table 1) . Solutions were either prepared in H 2 O or in a 1 : 1 mixture of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and iso-propanol (i-PrOH) (NMP/i-PrOH (1 : 1 v/v)) to produce uniform films. When using H 2 O as the solvent, slow vacuum-assisted drying helped to avoid delamination during the drying process. When using NMP/i-PrOH as the solvent, drying was achieved by evaporating the solvent at an elevated temperature (∼100°C) using a precision hotplate. Solutions with a higher CND content (>30 wt%) dried faster and tended to delaminate upon drying or laser-reduction. GO is known to swell in water and traps a substantial number of water molecules between the layers. The small CNDs also intercalate between the GO layers and, thereby, displace water molecules. Presumably, during solvent evaporation surface tension due to a drying gradient between the upper and the lower layer causes delamination.
The cast films were analyzed in terms of mass before and after the laser-reduction process. In general, higher laser power causes more material to be removed (evaporated) during the laser-reduction process. Detailed structural characterization and reaction mechanisms of the laser-reduction process of GO or CNDs have been published previously. 22, 23, 26, 27 In all our experiments the same laser power was used, and it was found that the investigated samples react differently upon laser impact. The precursor films with higher CND mass fractions are more stable against laser-induced evaporation ( Fig. S2 †) . This effect is most likely caused by a synergistic influence of both GO and CNDs, which is explained based on our experimental findings in the following paragraphs. For all experiments this mass difference was taken into account and the films with equal mass loadings in regard to the final active films on the substrates were analyzed. The laser-reduced GO/CND films were characterized by means of SEM, TEM, EELS, and Raman spectroscopy. In Fig. 2a representative SEM images of six laser-reduced samples with different mass fractions of CNDs are shown. Comparing the images reveals that increasing the mass fraction of CNDs in the precursor mixture leads to an apparent increase in the structural integrity of the films. This trend is seen throughout the samples. Higher and lower magnification images are shown in Fig. S3 . † Notably, in the high CND mass fraction precursor film (6) bubble-like objects are found (Fig. S4 †) , that are typical of purely reduced CND phases. 23, 24 These patterns are presumably formed by enclosed aggregates of CNDs. The graph in Fig. 2b shows a set of representative normalized Raman spectra of samples 1-6 (black to red). All spectra are composed of four major peaks assigned to the D, G, D′ and G′ bands at 1329, 1576, 1607 and 2647 cm −1 , respectively. The entire spectra of representative samples are presented in Fig. S5 . † In general, the pattern is similar for all tested samples. However, differences in the D-band intensity are striking. The D-band diminishes with increasing CND mass fraction until ∼65% in the precursor solution. As the D-band is related to defects within the graphitic network, we conclude that the defect density is lower when higher amounts of CNDs are present in a given sample. In the film with 70 wt% CNDs, the D-band starts to increase which is attributed to an excess a The concentrations of GO and CND used in the precursor solutions 1-7 are given in columns 2 and 3. The mass loading of components in a typical film for EDLCs are given in columns 4-6. The final mass fraction of CND in the solutions and the films are provided in column 7. of CNDs that do not interconnect with the reduced GO layers, but rather form purely reduced CND phases (Fig. S4 †) . The position of the G-band is maintained throughout the samples as determined by systematic fitting of the Raman spectra (Fig. S6 †) . Only minor shifts in the range between 1582.6 to 1583.5 cm −1 are observed, but no clear trend is found.
Deeper insights into the microscopic structure and chemical composition of the samples were obtained by TEM and EELS. In Fig. S7 † representative TEM images of samples 1, 3, and 6 are shown. Samples 1 and 3 consist of flat reduced GO sheets as typically seen for reduced GO. 28 Likewise, in sample 3,
sheets of monolayer graphene were observed. Upon taking a closer look, blobs in a size regime of 5-10 nm on the converted carbon sheets were observed. These are not seen in sample 1, in the absence of CNDs. In sample 6, with a CND mass fraction of 48%, a significant amount of bubble-like objects stemming from the laser reduction of pure CND phases, as already shown in Fig. S4 † are observed. Several spots in the tested samples were analyzed by EELS to gain information about the chemical composition. Sample 1 is composed of 99% carbon. In samples 3 and 6, traces of nitrogen and oxygen on the order of 1-4% were identified as shown in Fig. S8 . † Notably, the carbon peaks in all samples show a typical graphene structure, indicating a successful conversion into graphitic/graphenic materials. In the next step, the SSA of the laser-converted films from samples 1-7 were determined. Due to the low mass loadings of only ∼0.1 mg cm −2 the methylene blue (MB) adsorption method (see Experimental section) rather than BET measurements was chosen. The data of the MB absorption measurements are presented in Fig. S9 . † As a general trend, we observe that up to a mass fraction of ∼30% CNDs, the SSA increases from 782 to 1010 m 2 g −1 with an increasing amounts of CNDs in the precursor solution (Fig. 3a) . This effect can be attributed to the higher structural integrity and the CNDs acting as spacers between the laser-reduced GO sheets in the reduced film. The decrease of the SSA for CND mass fractions of >40% is attributed, again, to purely reduced CND phases (Fig. S4 †) . Pure laser-reduced CNDs exhibit a SSA of 230 m 2 g −1 .
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The electrical conductivities were obtained from laser-reducing a series of films with equal mass from solutions 1-7 on defined areas of electronically insulating SiO 2 wafers. The thus determined sheet conductivities are plotted in Fig. 3b . With an increasing mass fraction of CND, the conductivity increases from 118 to 904 S m −1 for samples 1 through 7, respectively.
The increase follows a nearly linear trend.
The above results show improved materials' characteristics for the laser-reduced 3D-graphene obtained from simultaneous reduction of GO and CNDs during the laser-assisted reduction process. Mechanistically, the impacting laser energy is dissipated across the GO sheets, which subsequently de-oxygenates the GO. Excess heat leads to ripping apart of the GO sheets and partial carbon removal by an oxidation/combustion process. A probable explanation is a synergistic effect of both reactive components, CNDs and GO, during the laser-induced reaction. As the GO sheets are de-oxygenated, reduced CNDs or their reaction products occurring during the laser treatment react with the reactive sites on the GO sheets and thus reduce the defects induced during laser-reduction. From the blobs observed in the TEM analysis, an interaction of this kind may be inferred. This "patching" results in a lower defect density in the 3D-carbon network. Similar effects regarding the healing of defects in GO have been observed in chemical vapor deposition experiments. 39 Another positive effect on the SSA and the electrical conductivity that may be hypothesized in a mechanistic model is the improved inter-layer heat dissipation during the laser-reduction due to the presence of CNDs between the GO layers. Their presence may promote the establishment of improved interconnections between the GO layers, which leads to a milder de-oxygenation upon absorption of excess heat energy across the layers and thus, the reduction of occurring defects. At the same time, CNDs between the GO layers could act as spacers and increase the SSA during the laser-reduction by forming conductive bridges between these layers. These assumptions will require more detailed future analysis of the laser-reduced GO/CND hybrids. The positive effect of the structural and electronic properties points to improved performance in EDLC electrodes. To test the electrochemical properties of the carbon electrodes, three-electrode electrochemical measurements were conducted with samples 1, 3, and 6. To this end, defined amounts of precursor solution were applied on top of stainless steel current collectors and subsequently laser-reduced. Fig. S11 † shows the cyclic voltammograms of sample 3 in 1.0 M Na 2 SO 4 as the electrolyte. In the tested voltage window, no apparent redox peaks were observed, indicating a purely capacitive charge storage mechanism. This is supported by the quasi-triangular shapes of the galvanostatic charge-discharge curves. In the impedance measurements shown in Fig. S11 † additional evidence for the capacitive charge storage mechanism is found. The increase in electrical conductivity and SSA upon adding CNDs is beneficial for the performance of laser-reduced GO as electrode materials in EDLCs. To quantify the effect on the electrochemical properties symmetric device assemblies of our electrodes with equal amounts of active material were tested under sealed conditions in coin cells. The active material was directly laser converted on stainless steel discs that served as the current collectors (Fig. S10 †) . A full characterization of the cells is shown for two example cells, produced from samples 1 (0 wt% CNDs) and 5 (32 wt% CNDs), in Fig. 4 . The data of the other samples are shown in the ESI. † The mass loading of the active material on the current collector was 0.1 mg, used equally for all samples.
In Fig. 4a , the mass normalized cyclic voltammograms of 1 and 5 in 6.0 M KOH are shown. Both curves have a rectangular shape typical for purely capacitive behavior. Addition of CNDs to GO in 5 leads to an increase in capacitance and a slightly improved curve shape. From the CV curves of samples 1-9 we calculated the specific gravimetric capacitance, which is plotted versus the CND mass fraction in the precursor solution in Fig. 4b . Due to rather low mass loadings on the electrodes, the measurement error is potentially high, however, a clear trend towards higher capacitance upon addition of CNDs to GO is noticeable. Maximum values are achieved with a CND mass fraction of 32%. The same trend was also observed in reference measurements using 0.5 M TBAPF 6 in acetonitrile as the electrolyte (Fig. S12 †) . The specific capacitance in organic electrolytes is generally lower. Here, a maximum capacitance was also achieved with a CND mass fraction of 32%. The entire data set for the gravimetric capacitances determined in dependence of the scan rate are plotted in Fig. S13 . †
In galvanostatic charge-discharge measurements of the same cells at different current densities (Fig. S14 †) , quasi-triangular curve shapes were obtained for all tested samples. Small internal resistance (IR) drops of, for example, 0.125 or 0.027 V upon discharging at 76 A g −1 for 1 or 5, respectively, are observed at the beginning of the discharge curves. From these values equivalent series resistances of 2.19 Ω or 0.47 Ω for 1 or 5 in 6.0 M KOH are obtained, respectively. Specific gravimetric capacitances determined from these charge-discharge curves (Fig. S15 †) are in good agreement with the values obtained from cyclic voltammetry. Notably, the presence of CNDs also supports the cycling stability of the cells. Sample 1 exhibits excellent cycling stability with retention of the initial capacitance of 90.5% after 20 000 cycles. Upon addition of a mass fraction of 32% CNDs (sample 5), a significant improvement with retention up to 98.5% after 20 000 cycles is observed (Fig. S16 †) . The frequency response of the cells was tested subsequently by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The graph in Fig. 4c compares the Nyquist plots of samples 1 and 5. Clearly, in sample 1 the high frequency region up to Re(Z) = 80 Ω is dominated by Warburg-type impedance as indicated by a 45°p hase angle. The absence of this Warburg-type element in sample 5 points to a change in pore structure compared to sample 1.
The minimum phase angle of 84.3°in sample 5 is reached at a frequency of 1 Hz, while the minimum phase angle of 82.2°in sample 1 is reached at a phase angle of only 0.1 Hz. As shown in Fig. 4d , addition of CNDs to the precursor material results in lower minimum phase angles and a wider capacitive frequency region with minimum phase angles close to −90°, 40 thereby widening the operative frequency region of the capacitor. As a reference, in commercial activated carbon-based EDLCs, a minimum phase angle of −85.6°was measured; however, this showed a smaller active frequency region (Fig. S17 †) . The improved frequency response is also reflected in the phase angle diagram presented in Fig. 4d . For example, the capacitive frequency window of the capacitors made from sample 5 is larger by more than one order of magnitude in Hz. Throughout the tested cells an improvement towards wider capacitive frequency windows is noted as shown in Fig. S18 . † Typically, the frequency value at a phase angle of −45°b
etween the resistive and the capacitive region translates to the relaxation time of the cell. This is a measure for the transition from capacitive to resistive behavior in a capacitor (RC circuit). Without the addition of CNDs, the relaxation time is 128 ms, while the lowest value measured for a CND mass fraction of 32% is 7.6 ms. Therefore, addition of CNDs to reduced GO electrodes enables operation at higher frequencies.
These trends were also observed in reference cells using an organic electrolyte. The minimum phase angles measured in the organic electrolyte are generally higher throughout all the cells. An improvement from −73.9°for sample 1 to −78.1°for samples 3 and 6 was achieved. The relaxation times improve from 100.8 ms for sample 1 to 26.9 ms for sample 5.
Conclusions
We have conducted a comprehensive study on the role of carbon nanodots (CNDs) as additives to graphene oxide (GO) in the starting material for laser-reduced GO in EDLC electrodes. In a complementary analysis of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and Raman spectroscopy, we found that the addition of CNDs to the starting material helps maintain a high structural integrity of the final 3D-graphene in the laser-assisted reduction process. Independent of the amount of CNDs, the chemical analysis yields a carbon content of >96%. Raman spectroscopy of a range of samples with different amounts of CNDs added show that the defect density in the final 3D-graphene films is significantly reduced at a CND mass fraction of ∼30%. Moreover, electrical conductivity was improved by one order of magnitude and the active surface area was enhanced by 130%. These structural improvements lead to an increase in gravimetric device capacitance from 110 to 214 F g −1 at a scan rate of 10 mV s −1 and an enhanced frequency response, determined by the minimum phase angle and the relaxation time. The simultaneous laser-reduction mechanism of graphene and carbon nanodots is currently under investigation.
Experimental

Synthesis
Carbon nanodots (CNDs). For CND synthesis we followed previously published protocols in which a detailed description is available. 23, 37, 41, 42 CNDs were prepared by reacting equal masses of citric acid and urea in H 2 O in a regular household microwave oven (700 W) until the solvent was completely evaporated. The residue was annealed at 300°C in a tube furnace in an argon atmosphere for 2 h. Graphene oxide (GO). Graphene oxide was synthesized via a modified version of Hummers' method. 10 g of graphite (Asbury 3775) was added to 500 ml of prechilled, 0°C conc. sulfuric acid (EMD). 60 g of KMnO 4 (Sigma Aldrich) was then added to the mixture slowly while cooling externally, maintaining a temperature below 15°C. The reaction was left to stir with external cooling for 2 h, followed by a dropwise addition of deionized water over an additional hour, reaching an average temperature of 65 ± 5°C. The reaction continued to be stirred for an additional hour followed by quenching with 2.8 L of deionized H 2 O and 30 ml of H 2 O 2 (30%). Purification was performed by washing the GO 5 times with 1 L of 10% HCl, followed by 2 washes with 1 L of deionized water. Finally, GO was dialyzed (Spectrum, Spectrum/POR membrane MWCO 6-8000) for 2 weeks.
Sample preparation
In H 2 O. 17 mg of GO and different amounts of CNDs ranging from 0 to 40 mg (samples 1-10) were stirred in deionized H 2 O for at least 24 h at room temperature. Defined amounts of these solutions were drop-cast on defined areas of substrates and the solvent was evaporated at room temperature under reduced pressure to ensure homogeneous drying.
In NMP/i-PrOH (1 : 1 v/v). 17 mg of GO and different amounts of CNDs ranging from 0 to 40 mg (samples 1-10) were stirred in NMP/i-PrOH (1 : 1 v/v) for at least 24 h at room temperature. Defined amounts of these solutions were dropcast on defined areas of substrates and the solvent was evaporated on a hotplate at 100°C to ensure homogeneous drying.
The films were then reduced using a 40 W CO 2 Laser engraver (Full Spectrum -glass tube laser source). To compensate for the instrument intrinsic laser intensity deviations, we conducted arrays of experiments, all on the same day and under the same conditions. However, some stray results due to the laser instrument cannot be ruled out.
Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted on a JEOL JSM-6700F with an electron acceleration voltage of 3 kV. Samples were prepared on either stainless steel or SiO 2 substrates.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) were conducted using a doublecs-corrected Jeol ARM200F, equipped with a cold field emission gun. The acceleration voltage was put to 200 kV, the emission was set to 5 µA and a condenser aperture with a diameter of 150 µm was used. Samples were transferred by dipping the Lacey carbon grid onto the as-prepared laser-reduced films.
Determination of the I D /I G -ratios
Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw InVia Raman Microscope. For each sample 16 Raman spectra were recorded in mapping mode. The separation between the spots was 10 µm. The obtained spectra were baseline corrected and averaged using Wire 3.4 software. The D and G-band regions between 1150 and 1750 cm −1 of the averaged spectra were fit with three Lorentzians.
Determination of the sheet conductivity
Defined amounts of precursor solutions were drop-cast on a defined area (5 × 17 mm) of an insulating SiO 2 substrate. After evaporation of the solvent, the films were laser-reduced. The short ends of the films were connected to measure the resistance of the films. From the resistance of the films, the sheet resistance was determined using the thickness and the area of the films. The lead and contact resistance from the probing electrodes was neglected as they were two orders of magnitude smaller than the resistance of the film.
Determination of the active surface area
The GO/CND films were laser-reduced on substrates with defined areas and the mass was determined. The substrates with the laser-reduced films were immersed into solutions of methylene blue (MB) in DI water with known concentrations and stirred vigorously. After 24 h the solutions were centrifuged at 16 000 rpm to remove any suspended material. 43 The number of MB molecules adsorbed onto the surfaces was calculated from the difference in absorption at 665 nm with respect to the reference solution. Every MB molecule is assumed to occupy 1.35 nm 2 of the active surface area. 44 For all experiments involving MB, polypropylene beakers and vials were used. The spectra are shown in Fig. S9 . †
Electrochemical measurements
All electrochemical measurements were performed with a Biologic VMP3 electrochemical workstation. Solution-based measurements were conducted with a threeelectrode setup using an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum foil as a counter electrode. The active material was applied on a stainless steel strip which was used as the working electrode.
Quantitative measurements were conducted in a symmetric device geometry. Cyclic voltammetry, charge-discharge curves, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was recorded with a Biologic VMP3 electrochemical workstation. Symmetric electrochemical capacitors were assembled in coin cells with electrode diameters of 15 mm and tested under sealed conditions.
Determination of the volumetric capacitance. The volumetric capacitance C V was determined by dividing the positive integrated current Ð IdV by the volume of the film V, the scan rate ν and the potential scan range (E 1 − E 0 ).
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